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Exotic Mass Warp Req uirements. 10m diameter. v. ..=10c 
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Original concept design by Matthew 
Jeffries ~1964, modern rendering by 
Mark Rademaker
Draft of adapted concept 
using physics field equations 
and recent findings presented 
at 100YSS, also rendered by 
Mark Rademaker
Final version will be 
published along with 100YSS 
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Energy density toroid 
profile – revolve 
around x-axis
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Canonical Form of Alcubierre metric:
Since the equation is now in canonical form, 
the boost can be derived:
 1)( 222 2   ssc rfve





Trivially, the Lorentz Transform or boost field is: )cosh(
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Surface plots of boost, <v>=10c, 10 meter diameter volume
Note pseudo-horizon surface at 
V2f(rs)2=1
Pseudo-horizon surface not visible 
with larger integration step


























NASA golf ball ship.
Boost Shell
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